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Historical  Preface

BASHÔ’S OKO-NO-HOSOMICHI (Narrow Path to the Interior), the
world literary classic and most important example of haibun,
appears at the end of the seventeenth century. Kobayashi
Issa’s Oraga Haru (My Spring), the second most well-known
haibun, appears at the beginning of the nineteenth century.
Now at the end of the twentieth century haibun (unlike haiga
which, at least since the seventeenth century, continues to
enjoy a vital existence) is apparently not a viable form in
Japan, the culture of its birth. But not so strangely, haibun
is experiencing a renaissance in twentieth-century America
and, indeed, in other countries. In the late fifties experi-
mentation with haibun-like form began with Gary Snyder’s
travel diaries and Jack Kerouac’s fiction. Jack Cain’s “Paris,”
the first formal-looking haibun to be published in the Ameri-
cas, appeared in 1964 in the journal Volume 63 and is reprinted
in this first volume of American Haibun & Haiga. Bob Spiess’
Five Caribbean Haibun, the first chapbook-length American
haibun, appeared in 1972,  followed by Paul F. Schmidt’s
Temple Reflections in 1980, a section of which also is reprinted
in this volume. In the eighties and nineties haibun appeared
more frequently in the haiku journals and book-length ex-
perimentation continued in America, including work like
John Ashbery’s Haibun (1990). Other cultures have also pro-
duced interesting examples, with book-length works such as
New Zealander, now American resident, Richard von
Sturmer’s A Network of Dissolving Threads (1991), a section of
which is reprinted here, Croatian Vladimir Devidé’s Haibun,
Words & Pictures (1997), and Romanian Ion Codrescu’s A Foreign
Guest (1999).

Haibun has come under consideration for critical atten-
tion as well. The comparative literature scholar Earl Miner
published his Japanese Poetic Diaries, the singularly signifi-
cant work on Japanese haibun, in 1969. In 1996 Miner pub-
lished a study comparing the strategies in Bashô’s Narrow
Path to the Interior to those in Dr. Samuel Johnson’s A Jour-
ney to the Western Islands of Scotland, a journey taken in 1776.
A number of haikai writers have likewise responded criti-
cally and creatively to the relationship between Bashô and
our own Henry David Thoreau; in fact one well-known



Japanese renku master is researching Thoreau’s relation to
Japanese nature values at Harvard this year. The haibun and
haiga in this première volume of American Haibun & Haiga
reflect all these comparative values to make the haibun and
haiga forms an extraordinarily living and entertaining part
of our lives. The best of the works collected here speculate
wisely and movingly upon our collective humanity and its
place as a burgeoning sensibility that embraces and is em-
braced by the world of nature that surrounds us and is, in an
ineffable way, our own.

We have chosen the works included in the inaugural
volume of American Haibun & Haiga, to provide not only a
view of contemporary praxis, but also to create an awareness
of the histories of these forms here and abroad. In all we
have looked for what Bruce has elsewhere termed the “nar-
rative of an epiphany,” where there has been integral but
non-repetitive linking between prose and haiku, an empha-
sis on sensibility and revelation rather than narrative and
disclosure, and beyond these formal considerations, inter-
esting content interestingly handled.

Similarly, haiga has received increased attention in the
west these past couple decades, thanks largely to the avail-
ability of such books as Stephen Addiss’ The Art of Zen (1989),
and Haiga: Takebe Sôchô and the Haiku-Painting Tradition
(1995), and Leon Zolbrod’s Haiku Painting (1982). Besides the
traditional styles and content which these books emphasize,
we may also discover now a fusion of this old form with new
tools, evidenced by the several haiga included which incor-
porate graphic design and elements, or are produced in al-
ternative media such as needlepoint and collage; and new
sensibilities, as exhibited in the abstract expressionist move-
ment which characterizes the first entirely authentic west-
ern response to the form. Further evidence of this burgeon-
ing interest is the existence of an on-line site dedicated to
haiga, and its incorporation into many more books and jour-
nals of haikai around the world. Variety, vividness of expres-
sion, relation of visual elements with text, and overall visual
interest were our criteria in selecting those works included
here, and from them it is possible to gather where haiga, too,
has come from and is going.

—Jim Kacian & Bruce Ross, Editors
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Moving  Silence

I MET HIM in one of those homes. He was lying straight,
bone thin upon a hard narrow institutional bed. He was
the father of a friend of mine, and she had asked me to
come by and meet him. I didn’t know then that she
wanted me to “do” his burial service later. To officiate.

I went to visit him, and moved through his silence.
Whether he couldn’t speak, or simply didn’t have the
strength, I didn’t know. Fortunately I had brought my
guitar, so I sang to him. Old songs. Church camp songs.
I ended with I Come to the Garden Alone.

Faded eyes settled soft upon mine, and he began the
laborious effort that enabled him to bend his knee a bit.
Slowly he slid his heel toward where I sat beside the bed.
Slowly that bent knee rose higher, until it rested against
my hand upon the bed rail. I said goodbye.

There would be no pastor, no priest, and no religion
to comfort him further. Gray clouds broke into rain.

down a brick street
horses pull the hearse

paid mourners follow

Kay F. Anderson
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Tokyo–Kiyosumi  Gardens

IN THE CROWD after the morning session, greeting friends
I had not had time to talk to this morning, meeting people
for the first time I had only known through books or
journals. Introductions, cards and gifts exchanged. Once
into the garden, only a few people can be seen at any one
time; somehow we blend into the trees, rocks and water.
The path to the pavilion where lunch is served circles
the garden, winds among small mounds planted with
camellia, azalea, maple, and even a few orange trees. The
stones of the path seem to encourage a slow pace, with
many pauses. Even so, I walk faster than others, catching
up with a small group. A single natural stone is the more
massive for bridging a narrow streamlet that flows into
the garden’s central pond.

surprised,
after a morning of rain
at warmth in the stone

Alice Benedict
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amaryllis

THERE WAS AN AMARYLLIS on the window sill of my new
office when I moved in. When I inherited the title and
the office space, the plant, left behind in a career move,
came along as well.

I’m not much of a houseplant-person, but I feel a
basic responsibility and coerced affection for this ugly
amaryllis; much as I would for a runt of a kitten left on
my doorstep, even though I’m not a cat-person.

The amaryllis has never bloomed. Green and supple,
its four long, slender leaves sprawl outward to either
side, out of proportion to the white plastic pot. The
plant appears to be in a state of suspended animation: it
doesn’t grow, but it doesn’t die. The sun touches it only
through glass; the only breeze comes from the air
conditioning vent. I know how it feels.

pot-bound
the amaryllis
on the water-stained sill

Cathy Drinkwater Better
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Jack Cain

Paris

A door on a tent-less frame
swings and swings.
Arctic winter is coming.

WITH THE FIRST SIGN of winter we left the Arctic. Its
long hills and lakes, brown, blue and bare, stretched away
into the distance. At first, the absence of forest had been
strange; now we would miss these open expanses, the
rare cluster of trees found a few miles from camp. We
left by plane.

The shadows lengthen
on the little trees
as we thunder homeward.

At the company base, we parted each from each, over
beer and rum and remembered adventure. One or two
were sick and put to bed. At three-thirty it was lights
out and sleep.

Bacardi bottle, deck of cards.
How bright
that bare electric bulb.

In the morning, the ground and roof-tops were white
with the season’s first. Breakfast had late-comers and
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empty places; little was said and not much eaten. We
left at separate times for separate destinations. I felt
proud to be the only one going to Paris. The plane,   leaving
at noon after many delays, brought me to Gander. Two
days later, I took the midnight jet. Since we travelled
east, the night was shorter. I slept very little.

From my small window
there is only white ocean
rushing towards the dawn.

It was late afternoon when I arrived. The streets were
heavy with traffic and the air was warm. The concierge
greeted me and showed me my room. I tried the bed but
could not sleep. I left the hotel and walked and walked
long past dark, stopping now and then for a drink at a
sidewalk café.

Above the Champs-Elysees
lights so beautiful.
The moon is full.

During the days that followed, I visited museums and
galleries, explored side-streets and alleys, and spoke
French. In a city so full of people there were few
moments of quiet.

In a square. Noise. Traffic.
Cat paper-chasing.
Autumn breeze.

Sometimes, late at night, walking back to my room, I
would find beauty and slow my steps and pause.
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In the water of the Seine
ripples red and white
and the boat is gone.

Evenings soft and warm stir more than a sense of
beauty. I walked some nights from bar to bar, from
corner to darker corner.

Shadows at the doorway
pause before they enter.
The night is young.

Juke-box
your husky voice
almost drown my thoughts.

Lips that turn from mine.
Poor little one
whom I pay.

How insistent this urge that recurs and to which satis-
faction brings momentary rest. I lie on my bed, alone.

On the wall there is a
painted-over fly
preserved.

Contrasts frequently turn my thoughts to a love I had
left behind. Attractions seem less and less strong as win-
ter comes, clammy, taking the leaves from the trees and
the warmth from the air. The walks are chill now and
something has escaped.
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In the winter mist
the Eiffel Tower’s top
is lost to view.

There is a short letter that asks in tones that tear,
please, oh please, come home.

In the cafe’s light
harsh and bright
faces talk.

I waited a week and then returned to the virgin snows
of Canada.

White flakes sift down
from a silver moon
soft as my lover’s lips.

Now, some months later, I am alone again.

In the setting sun
trees are black
this winter evening.
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Cyril Childs

Pantry  Shelf

POTTERY SHOPS were a weakness of yours. When we
came upon one your eyes would lock on it. You’d glance
at me with the words, sometimes unspoken: “Do we have
time?—Yes, let’s have a look.” Usually, not looking for
anything in particular—just the delight of seeing,  touch-
ing and holding useful things crafted with care. When
you just had to buy, we went for coffee mugs—you can
never have too many! And so we had a shelf  of them in
our pantry—most were ‘yours’ and a few were ‘mine.’

six weeks after—
     her coffee mugs
     at the back of the shelf
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Margaret Chula

Yu-mo-a

APRIL 21, 1997

Tonight we are the guests of Ishihara Sensei, who
is hosting a Japanese-style banquet for the American
haiku poet delegates. Ushered into a private room, we
attempt to fold our long legs under the low tables as
gracefully as possible. The day has been full and satis-
fying, with an expedition to Toshogu Shrine and the
Tokyo University Botanical Garden, where we viewed
the last cherry blossoms of the year.

After we finish a delicious meal, Ishihara Sensei
stands up to tell us about his philosophy of naikan zokei,
introspective shaping or looking inward at the landscape
of the human mind. He emphasizes the importance of
expressing the truth through humor. Rather than using
an original Japanese word, he says ‘yû-mo-a,’ which is
adapted from the English.

I stretch out my legs and close my eyes to better
absorb his words. Not his words, rather the intuitive
meanings behind them. For he is like a Zen master
offering insights to a roomful of receptive disciples. ‘The
first line of a poem comes from heaven.’ ‘The kigo is a
window to the mind.’ Though intriguing, I allow these
ideas to slide across my mind, careful not to let
them  catch on any spokes. Just let the wheel turn round
and around and trust that it is moving toward
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understanding. ‘To tell the truth as if it were false. True
humor does not have the artificial manipulation of
fiction.’ I  look up at the ceiling of the banquet room,
which is decorated with mirrors and plastic cherry
blossoms. And in the spirit of Ishihara Sensei’s ‘yû-mo-a’
I write

   artificial blossoms
dangle from the ceiling
      forever
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paintingWilfred Croteau
haikuRaffael de Gruttola



painting&haikuJim Kacian

after midnight …

the oddness

of my self



collage&haikuMarlene Mountain



painting&haikuGuy Beining



Tom Clausen

In  the  Woods

IN 1962 when I was eleven I fancied myself to be a Last
of the Mohicans, Huckleberry Finn, outback wilderness
child, and had chosen the name “Wonapsa” to inspire
and fulfill the fantasies I played out in the woods and
gorges behind our house. The woods contained the world
I loved, both real and imaginary. I would spy on rabbits,
chipmunks, and woodpeckers. Sometimes I would sit as
still as I could to see what being a ghost was all about. I
layed  on the ground, smelling the dirt and embracing a
patch of earth just my size. I would climb trees listening
to the wind sigh in the boughs and learn the creak that
comes from deep in trees. The woods were filled with
secrets I wanted to know.

sun after rain—
the garter snake fresh
from its skin

In the spring it was momentous to find mayapples
and hepaticas and know new life arises from the litter
and wreckage of winters' leaving. One day while scam-
pering up and down steep slopes in random search for
tiny skulls, feathers, fossils, or a special perch to sit
awhile, I peeked over a ridge top to see a man and a
woman lying out on a ledge a way below me. What     they
were doing I had roughly heard about but never
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seen. The trees between me and them were few but a    bit
of guilt kept me from a steady stare. I became aware of
the unlikeliness of what I was witnessing and felt an
exhilaration of discovery. To see their flesh while they
kept some clothes on filled me with curiosity. I do not
re- member a distinct conclusion, my memory choosing
to focus on the unison of their movements.

That night my heart and mind recreated it all over
and over. What images I had seen. How purely animal
and natural they were. How unexpected and free a view
I had.

 Years go by and that ledge is still there. My walks
in the woods these days sometimes pass that place.
I always look a little and remember. I've never seen
anyone else there.

barren woods—
a clump of wild onion
scents the air
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resonance

ON HARLEYS, Hondas, Yamahas, they ride each summer
to the capital: those who survived the war in Viet Nam,
here on Memorial Day to honor those who didn't. Every
year we promise we will see them, and this year we do.

Gathering from the four directions, they arrive in
twos or tens or fifties—some alone, some with pillion
riders up. The summer sun is high and the sky is clear,
yet we hear thunder as a thousand engines roar. The
slow ride to the Wall .  .  .

   evening coolness—
in shadow beneath the names
       child's toy soldier

Ellen Compton
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Hanashobu

SEVERAL YEARS AGO, as part of my general interest in
gardening, I acquired a few plants of hanashobu, the
Japanese iris. From this modest beginning, my  appre-
ciation for these remarkable plants has grown into an
obsession; I am now a collector, hybridizer, and hana-
shobu evangelist. The hanashobu are the last of the irises
to flower, with peak bloom in Vermont usually occur-
ring around July 10. People who see them for the first
time are awed by their size, their rich colors, and their
variety of markings and shadings. In the warmth and
humidity of July, they evoke the languid ambience of a
tropical land. The flowers are especially beautiful on
cloudy days or in early morning or late afternoon when
the light is softer.

summer evening—
in the fading light
a flower glows

In Japan, a meditation ritual centering on hanashobu
was practiced during the later 1800s and early 1900s.
The flower expands and opens over a period of a few
hours and will change color and form as it ages during its
three day existence. This transformation is called “the
Act” by the Japanese. Potted hanashobu are brought
inside and placed in front of an ornamental panel just

Phil Cook
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before the bud begins to open. The meditator sits in
front of the panel and watches the Act while presumably
reflecting upon the mystery of the transformation.
Apparently, symptomatic of a changing life style, this
ritual is rarely practiced today.

half open—
the flower also watched
by a bee
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The  Pond

A RECENT MAGAZINE ARTICLE described such a body of
water as a “vernal pool.” As a child, however, I called
the one near my home simply “the pond.”

Like that vernal pool, the pond’s existence was
strictly temporal. It began to form in a small valley after
the melting of winter’s last snow and grew steadily
with spring’s rains.

The pond served as the rendezvous point of
choice for frogs awakened from their winter hiber-
nation. Their croaking was a melody of enchantment
for a lonely, frightened child in his bedroom at night.

croaking frogs
almost drown out
my arguing parents downstairs

I remember kneeling entraced at the pond’s edge.

tadpoles
swim across my face
reflected in the pond

The pond was a crucible of life—and death.

turtle
inching toward
the tadpole pond

John J. Dunphy
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Turtles feasted on the hapless tadpoles, but the
frogs had predator problems of their own.

pond’s edge
child’s finger traces
raccoon tracks

My first microscope introduced me to the less
obvious wildlife nurtured by the pond.

first paramecium sighted
one minute later
child's mouth still agape

The realization that each drop of pond water was
a populated mini-universe was an intellectual epiphany
for a nine year old. I also received some rudimentary
sex education not offered at parochial school.

two paramecia conjugate
a Catholic schoolboy
gleefully watches

The pond’s mass quickly shrank through May as
the rains abated. Well before the month’s conclusion,
the valley was usually a quagmire—and a favorite play-
ground for neighborhood children.

back porch
muddy small shoes
drying in the sun
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Summer saw the valley transformed into a weedy
meadow that held no trace of water. But I knew that,
come late February, the pond would return with all
its magic and wonder.

winter’s last snowman
slowly melting
into the pond
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The  Bottom  Line

ON DRAGON MOUNTAIN, we were cut off for weeks. When
our food and water ran low, they choppered them in.
It took that long to mop up the area and make it safe
for truck and jeep traffic.

Dragon Mountain
at night on the bunker
watching stars and tracers

One afternoon, at twilight, I saw just how costly
the war was, and why we would eventually lose it. What
I saw was one man in black pajamas running on  the  levee
of a rice paddy, so far below that he looked like an ant.
He was running hard, and with reason—a Huey heli-
copter gunship was shooting at him.

Once, he stopped. I think he must have been hit,
but he didn't fall. Then he kept going, trying to make
a copse of trees. The gunship fired without letup.

He almost made those trees.
Almost.

black pajamas
falling in the paddy
all I can see from here

Dennis H. Dutton
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How much did it cost in dollars to kill that one
man? Too much. How much in honor? Too much.

It might have been from this time that I remember
this image:

shaving in my helmet
someone else's face
in the mirror

I don’t know. I do know that I had changed, though
not nearly as much as some:

squad leader
in each pocket for luck
a shriveled ear
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A  Dangerous  Man

IT WAS CHRISTMAS MORNING, and Uncle Hank was in the
kitchen, drinking from a bottle of scotch. I was nine
years old, and my parents and I were at Uncle Hank
and Aunt Verna’s gray house by the bay. My parents,
Aunt Verna and I were in the living room.

Uncle Hank usually had at least one or two beers
in the morning, but drinking scotch was a bad sign, and
the other three adults were mad at him for it. He
yelled at Aunt Verna from the kitchen. Like the others,
I tried to pay him no mind. We opened our presents. My
parents had given me Lone Ranger and Tonto figures,
along with their plastic horses.

Uncle Hank kept on yelling and his speech was
slurred. Aunt Verna went into the kitchen and told him
he was a drunken bum. Uncle Hank said there couldn't
be no other way living with her. Silverware crashed
and something thudded on the floor. My father froze in
his chair, back straight like a Marine, unable to move.

“Get off your hands! Do something!” my mother
yelled. My father, who never liked to put his nose in
other people's business, slowly got up. He always did
what my mother wanted. I followed behind him so I
could see what was going on. My mother made a grab for
my belt loops, but I was ahead of her.

Uncle Hank had Aunt Verna pinned to the floor. Her
face was red and she struggled to get up. Uncle Hank looked
as if he was going to pull his fist back and hit her one.

Chuck Easter
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“Get up,” my father said.
Uncle Hank turned to look at my father.
“You son of a goddamn weasel,” he said. “Come

into a man’s house and tell him what to do.”
He got up and called my father some more names.

My father didn’t say anything, but his jaw was grinding.
Aunt Verna grabbed me and brought me back to
the living room.

Uncle Hank was bigger than my father, but my
father knew Tae Kwon Do from the Marines. There
was more crashing and thudding. After my father came
out, I looked in. Uncle Hank was spread out on the floor,
his head propped up against a cabinet. His dark eyes
darted around and then his gaze fixed on me. I winced
and went back to the living room.

“You should have killed him,” Aunt Verna said to  my
father. “He's a bum.”

My mother ignored what Aunt Verna was saying
and had my father and me load the car. Aunt Verna
followed us out, but my mother refused to say goodbye.

“Divorce him.”
“I can’t divorce him.”
“Yeah, well, I got divorced,” my mother said, referring

to the man she had married before she married my
father. “I don't care what the Pope likes.”

I got crammed into the back seat with blankets
and unopened presents. Snow hit the windshield and
melted against it. When Aunt Verna waved goodbye to
us, my mother didn’t return the wave. We headed down
the street.

Christmas
   strangers coming from a church
      leave footprints in the snow
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Economies  of  Scale

IT NEVER COMPLETELY DRIES—the indelible, infinitesimal
ink stains bonding sweat and bacteria, perfume, cocaine,
green webs and autographs, eyes and pyramids to the
palms of our hands . . .

Once looking out a subway window, I saw a man
fumble his gorged wallet and lose to a gust of wind a
flurry of large bills. The recovery on the platform was
choreography for gray suited soloist and a core of
bystanders who seemed to radiate and draw to his
center like a swirl of metal filings to a magnet. As if it
were a shooting, as if he had been shot many times and
his blood were spilling . . . Some froze in their distant
stations, some began to stir in seemingly random dust
devils, others came to gather and salvage his blood, went
down on their knees to bring the soiled blood back to his
dying body, unafraid of being drenched, stained by its
impurities. And when they came to him, he was the wise
husbandman who had given each a talent which each was
now duly rendering back.

There were once economies in which nothing was
lost forever. I remember from childhood an older boy
with a machine like a small toothed grinder, whose
gears sparked and whirred. Doing as we were told,
subjects in the experiment, the group of boys and girls

Judson Evans
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formed a circle, hand in hand, until the last child took
the handle that gave the shock. Its blunt needle went
right through us, knitted our small bones for just that
second. The circle broke. Some crying, some laughing.
Thirty years later I can almost remember their names,
their faces on the currency.

trading faces
of dead presidents
for sweetness
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Potatoes

week of depression
draped on the bath tub
hand-washed socks

ALONE IN OUR APARTMENT, I decide to call my mother in
England to find out how she is. Suddenly it feels
important to know that she is all right.

A little out of breath, she tells me her life is some-
what difficult right now, but she is planting her garden
nonetheless, between showers. She describes this for me:
spinach, onions, chard, even potatoes. “Not a real crop,
I don’t have room for that here. It may sound silly, but
I still want to have the potato experience, so I’m planting
just five.” At these words, this image, I begin inexpli-
cably to weep.

Unwilling to disturb her equilibrium at this mo-
ment, I tell her goodbye as soon as I can manage.
Moving the short distance from my desk to the wing-
back chair by the window, I kneel backwards on it, look-
ing at the sky. Through easy-flowing tears, I watch as
a mourning dove lands just three feet away on the fire
escape. It perches on one of our neglected window-boxes,
and then settles down comfortably between two dead
geraniums. This sight seems both to ease and  prolong
my crying, which finally ebbs away into a boundless sense
of peace. For maybe half an hour I remain perfectly still,

Dee Evetts
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and so does the bird, except for an occasional movement
of its filmy eyelids.

Later that day I am impelled to climb out onto the
fire escape and pull up the dead plants, crumbling the
packed soil with my fingers until it is loose and aerated
again.

back from her trip
my wife with a tray
of geraniums
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Late  One  Summer  Afternoon

IT WAS A LONG WALK HOME from a friend’s, and so I
stopped to rest for a few moments at a roadside stream.
A little girl was there, in a crisp pretty pink dress, her
large brown eyes focused on the hundreds of minnows
her dad was pulling up in each lift of a metal basket.

“Hi. What’s your name?” I asked. In a sweet low
voice she answered “Onie.” Her dad added: “I named
her after my mother. She died when I was four.”

“Oh, I’m sorry,” I said. ‘We all carry some sorrow in
our lives, huh?”

“Yeah . . . I’m an ex-murderer from North California
too, ya know . . .”

I looked above the man’s heavily tattooed arms
and chest and into his dark-tanned face. “Well,” I said,
“you’ve got a good life here now—so many minnows!”

“Yeah. I raise ’em and sell em to the bait shops
along the lake. Got a cellar fulla snakes, too—for pet
shops in the city.”

I smiled. “Great,” I said. Then, Onie and I quietly
watched as her dad pulled up several more hauls.
Soon after, I murmured, “Well I‘ve gotta get going . . .
bye.” The man nodded, and the little girl waved me
on, as far as our eyes could see . . .

      three vehicles
circumvent a turtle
   crossing the road

Liz fenn
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Haibun

SLEEPLESS NIGHT in my single room I head for the coffee
shop on foot my body feels cool the stars are blazing
from the distant highway the hum of tractor trailers
downshifting now upshifting

I am alone but near to a special place there is a
pathway through the woods leading to the railroad
tracks I think of a woman who is far away she may
never come back I am not angry wish she could explain

planet close to a sliver of the moon

I walk to the coffee shop at dawn I watch a brown
sparrow dragging a stick then trying to fly but not
giving up she has a brave heart it is beating in her chest
she will not give up

spring morn bird’s cry unceasing

Patrick Frank
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Kyoto,  before  the  Conference

THIS MORNING BEFORE beginning our first day of touring
we are exploring the Miyako Hotel, where we’re
staying. We find many wonders: it appears that all the
staff speak English; the grounds include a lovely garden
with pond and a bird sanctuary with labeled trees and
bushes; behind the hotel there is a path to the top of a
hill overlooking Kyoto; along the path are a mushroom
farm, animal-statued shrines, and a porcelain picnic
table and stools. Back in the room we prepare for our
next outing.

warm water sprays
from the heated toilet seat
modern Japan ya

Patrick Gallagher
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A  Monkey  Roars

WE DRESS QUICKLY by lantern light, standing on the
crudely dried cowhide that serves as a rug. Its hair feels
smooth and cool to bare feet, and the stiff skin crackles
with our steps. Morning sounds drift through the
unshuttered window: Dawn in the Paraguayan Chaco.

a damp breeze
the shrill waking chatter
of a thousand parrots

The cook puts supplies into a burlap sack—a few
wheels of Rancho Alegre’s own mellow cheese, several
dozen mandioca biscuits, a box of inexpensive toys.
Today we travel on horseback. For a while, our route
follows the river.

Now in full daylight, the forest has come to life.
Trees are bright with the blooms of epiphytic plants. My
companions tell me the sudden screams and growls that
startle the horses are not those of an angry jaguar.
Surrounded by an abundance of wildlife, I try to take
notes while looking everywhere at once.

a monkey roars
across the steamy river
red orchids

Ferris Gilli
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coil of vines
a slender green snake
completes the loop

An hour later, we reach an overseer’s camp. The
couple who live there greet us with handshakes and a
horn cup of yerba mate. Passing the guampa from person
to person, we sip holly tea through a metal straw that
strains out shredded leaves. I give the señora portions of
our supplies, along with toys for her giggling, dark-
eyed little boys. This family of five sleeps in a one-room
hut made of clay, with a thatch roof and earth floor.
Animal pelts adorn the outside walls, and a bowl of iguana
fat, for medicinal use, sits by the doorway. Palm wood is
burning on the floor of the open cook shed. A large black-
ened pot hangs from a tripod over the flames.

on the boil
ostrich eggs bumping
a curled armadillo

At the last site we visit, a transient Guarani family
has settled behind the bunkhouse. Their only shelter
consists of palmetto fronds arranged over poles. Sitting
on the grass, I watch the women at their looms. The
child who is singing to a baby shyly lowers her voice.
Brilliant colors are everywhere, in their clothing, in the
handwork, and on round copper faces.

lullaby
the girl with blue cheeks
weaves a rainbow
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Practice

QUITE A LONG TIME AGO, I was a young Zen student in
the  midst of a two-month practice period at Tassajara
Mountain Monastery. We were about ten minutes into
the second early morning sitting when something
crawled onto my neck. I knew right away that it wasn’t
a spider; it didn’t move like one. I figured it was an ant.
My first inclination was to swat it, my second to brush
it away. But as I started to raise my hand, the inner voice
stopped me. Don’t! the voice said, and went on to
remind me that wanting to get rid of distractions from
“practice” was actually avoidance of practice. Real practice
means waking up to, and accepting, whatever comes, said the
voice. In truth, what I didn’t want to be distracted from
was the not-practicing I was doing.

So I kept my hands in my lap, and let the ant crawl
under my collar . . . and down my back. For an eternity
that ant was the world; the entire scope of my conscious-
ness was the stop-and-go-tickle of six tiny legs. It was an
icy cold November morning but I was soon drenched
with sweat and breathing hard. The ant worked its way
down my spine, changing directions at places where the
shirt stuck to my skin. Sometimes it moved to one side,
sometimes to the other; sometimes it went back the way
it came. Traversing my midriff, the ant almost got into
my belly button before having to turn around. The tickle
was about as close to unbearable as it could get, and I
spent most of that brief eternity teetering on the edge,

Christopher Herold
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so very close to crushing that ant in its tracks. But I
didn’t. The voice kept on reminding me, firmly and quietly,
that the ant was  just one infinitesimal fraction of all that
was going on in and around me—that if I could expand
my consciousness to include the rest of my senses, the rest
of life’s incessant movement, the ant would lose its impor-
tance. Breathe evenly; listen to the sound of the creek; focus on
how your thumb tips touch ever so lightly . . . every so lightly.

I began to regain my composure. Then the ant would
make a sudden dash, or I’d imagine that it was about to,
or I’d worry about being bitten. Immediately my breath
would get quick and shallow, and the sweat would stream
down. The struggle went on and on, but in the immediacy
of the battle I really had no concept of time. I remember
clearly, however, the point at which I surrendered, com-
pletely, unconditionally. I just relaxed, and a vast calm-
ness settled over me. The ant crawled, the creek babbled,
the incense was especially thick and fragrant. I could
feel the whorls of my thumb tips barely rub together as
I drew and let each breath go.

The ant re-emerged from under my collar, scurried
around my neck and, at last, crawled from my chest hairs
onto my shirt. For a while I expected it to return, but it
never did. Even so, my skin (but only my skin) continued
to crawl, all the way to the bell ending zazen. And even
so, my breath continued to circulate slowly through the
zendo, a room no longer bounded by walls.

morning thunder
a long stream of ants
bearing eggs

Today my wife and I are doing zazen in our home.
A short time into the sitting something crawls onto my
neck. It isn’t an ant. I brush it away. Immediately a wave
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of guilt sweeps over me. I remember once telling my wife
about the Tassajara ant episode, and how impressed she
had been. I’d mentioned the incident to a few other
people too, not to boast, but to illustrate how practice
isn’t always what we think, or hope it is. In fact, it some-
times isn’t at all what we want it to be. Today another
unusual opportunity to practice presented itself, and I
brushed it away. This time I failed, or at least that’s what
I tell myself.

Suddenly the tickle returns to my neck. I pause and . . .
brush it away a second time, noticing as I do how the
broad, square sleeve of my robe rises and falls with my
arm. Again a wave of guilt . . . anger too this time. I’m
weak. I’m lazy! Why did I do that? I actually find myself
hoping that the . . . whatever-it-is, will come back and
give me another chance to endure.

It does! For a third time I feel the tickle of tiny legs
on my neck, in precisely the same place as before. A fly
maybe? Flies always seem to come back, again and again,
to the same place. No, it doesn’t move like a fly. Must be
a spider. Yes, a spider. When I brushed it away, it must
have simply climbed back up its line, with my burden of
childhood fear. Pretty good size spider too! I reach up
and flick it away. Now I’m fuming. I’ve added stubborn-
ness to anger and guilt. Boy, what a failure! Today I’ve
replaced the unbearable tickle of legs with feeling guilty,
angry, weak, lazy and stubborn. My breathing is rapid
and shallow. My thumbs press tightly together.

The inner voice continues: Quite a rut you’re in,
thinking that practice has to be the same now as it was way
back when. Real practice doesn’t mean be unyielding;you don’t
have to be a martyr you know. Do you think you have to follow
the same path now  that you did thirty years ago? This morning’s
practice has nothing to do with brushing away that spider. It
has to do with how you choose to feel about brushing it away.
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Listen to the wind; feel the sun’s warmth; relax those thumbs;
slow down your breathing.

Gradually I regain composure. As I do, a vast calmness
settles over me: compassion. I have compassion for my-
self. I’m okay. Glancing at the clock, I see that forty
minutes have passed. Slowly I reach forward, noticing
the way the long square sleeve of my robe drapes
from my arm. The bell’s ripples fill the room.

morning sunshine
slowly the spider ascends
a strand of light
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Fields  of  Rape

ALL AFTERNOON it takes to move by train from  Akita to
Niigata, following the northwest coast of the Sea of     Japan.
Each of the modest-sized towns in which we stop, drenched
in the soporific spring sunlight, drones with its small com-
merce. We exchange a group of lunching rotarians from
Ugo-Honjo for a gathering of farmers’ wives going shop-
ping in Sakata, and later collect children making their way
from school to their homes in outlying Amarume. All
regard us with a pleasant enough curiosity, but none is willing
to sit next to us.

We pass by dams and alongside highways, under bridges
and over ditches, coming slowly to a first-hand knowledge
of the challenges of this terrain, and  of the many strategies
by which people here have sought  control over it. Geography
does much to inform character, and character, Thomas
Hardy tells us, is fate. The land here is resplendent with
personality. Primal force manifests not in abstractions, but
pure being: the perfect cone of Fuji, the catarract that is
Yonjusanman. One of the earliest creation myths of Japan
involves the periodic awakenings of a giant koi whose
struggles deep beneath the sea shiver the land into seismic
activity. Animism has been the popular religion for a mil-
lennium and longer, and still figures extensively in the
emotive, if not the literal, lives of the inhabitants.

Interestingly, in the years following upon the exploding
of the Atomic Bomb, the koi and other creatures buried

Jim Kacian
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within racial memory re-emerged but in a significantly
different fashion. Godzilla, Mothra and others, whose
movements in their earlier guise as dragons once created
the lay of this land, now moved directly into the provenance
of man, walking his roads, destroying his cities. Completely
oblivious to the resistance of man, they are subsumed only
through  combat with forces of equal magnitude as them-
selves. And we humans escape destruction only through
their purblind indifference to us.

It is understandable that a culture whose environment
is so fraught with unpredictable and dire events seeks
control as a guiding principal. But there are cracks in such
reasonings, just as there are cracks threading the tunnels of
the Tokyo subway. Control is an illusion we grant our-
selves, and it is relative. Taken as a basis of a cultural Zeit-
geist, it subverts the wild and actual world in favor of a
manufactured and manageable one. This may be said of all
art, all culture, but it must be admitted that bonsai, ikebana,
and the related arts do not represent a love of nature as it
is (as is popularly believed), but rather as it may be shaped
by hand. But while our reason may be fooled, we are not so
easily misled at the level of myth. There we hold the appre-
hension that we are ever powerless before the most potent
of nature’s forces; that our engineering of the environment
is never without incalculable, if not always apparent or imme-
diate, expense; and that in the end, we have no other place
in which to abide. An esthetic which counsels management
of the unmanageable will ultimately fail; it can succeed only
as idea, and there must atrophy, devoid of primal force.

The landscape rolls on. The fields are largely empty just
now, since only within the month has the cold Siberian
wind ceased to blow across the Northern Sea. However,
rape is in bloom, and vast fields of it stretch in all direc-
tions. I recall Buson (via Blyth):
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A field of rape:
The sun in the west,
The moon in the east.

It is the same for us, two hundred fifty years after the poet
described it, and it is possible to believe that nothing has
changed here in all that time.

This train, passing as it does through city, suburb and
field, provides us a glimpse into the back yards and private
spaces of peoples’ lives. Everywhere we find neatly tended
plots, tools ordered on benches, sculpted pines, and only an
occasional display of extravagance; here are the revelatory
works of spirit, and seem characteristic of these people:
apt, artful, sincere. Occasionally there might be found a
lawnchair become fixed by the growth of garden about it;
or a man’s washing hung in the sun. But everywhere tiny
revelations of these lives are manifest, some of which seem
easy to read, some less so, and all are suggestive of a life
beyond interior space, or rather, an interiority mannered
and easily translatable to a  life spent out of doors, under
the sun.

backyard fish pond—
a nibbling koi
shatters the moon
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Birthday  Haibun

IT IS NAP TIME at the day care center where I work, and
have worked for thirteen years. The children are sleeping
on their cots on this pleasant July afternoon. It is my
birthday. I am forty-four years old, about fifteen to twenty
times older than the children in my care. I am twice as
old as my co-teacher. In two years, if we both are alive,
I will be half as old as my father.

None of my fellow workers have remembered my
birthday, and I have done nothing to remind them. In
the quiet I can hear birds chirping through the open
window.

         gentle wind
ruffles where my wild hair
          used to be

Michael Ketchek
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Losing  Private  Sutherland

STEVEN SPIELBERG’S SEARING INDICTMENT of war—the
bloody and horrendous carnage at Normandy Beach—
was difficult to watch as I sat in the dark theater during
a weekday matinee. Then, unexpectedly, the 506th was
mentioned and I found myself on the verge of breaking
down; that number identifying our basic training
regiment triggered the old and unassuaged grief at
Sutherland’s death. A magnificent human being wasted
in a forgotten war; the youth and promise of a good friend
forfeited. I can still see him standing in combat boots
smudged with Kentucky mud . . . a residue of cold rain
dripping from his helmet and poncho . . . a cigarette in
his mouth that he lights for me . . . and then another he
lights for himself. Pentimentoed under this memory,
carried for almost 50 years, is a body riddled with bullets
as it is washed away in the flashing rampage of a Korean
river, and there follows a scene long and relentlessly willed
to stave off madness . . . sediment settles   gently on my friend’s
handsome face . . . peacefully . . . softly . . . quietly. . . . Yes, the
soldier can no longer hear gunfire; the young soldier can
no longer hear the river  thundering into his throat. He
is quiet . . . as I soon will be quiet . . .

     the flag folded
something of myself is lowered
     with his coffin

Jerry Kilbride
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Poised  to  Knock,  I  Hear . . .

‘ . . . AND DON’T YOU EVER give me a scare like that again.
I’ve worked my fingers to the bone and worried the whole
night through till I’m near sick to death to make a decent
home for you as best I can without a man to help me and
this is the thanks I get. Gone all day without a word on
your whereabouts. What was I to think? You might have
been dead or drowned for all I knew. Don’t you care how
I might feel? Don’t you respect my feelings . . .”

poised to knock, I hear . . .
and decide to knock
another day

Larry Kimmel
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Karen Klein

“R”  as  in  ”Rain”

MY FRIEND GORDIE got married for the first time at sixty-
five. When he emailed me and asked if I would say a few
words at the reception, I emailed back that I’d be honored
to do so. Later, I began to worry about what exactly I
would say. Gordie and I have been friends a long time
and I’ve seen many women come and go. Before he finally
fell in love, I began to despair that he would ever end his
bachelorhood. He always sends me funny haiku from the
Net, so I thought I’ll write a haiku for the wedding.
Easier thought than done. I struggled for days with a
blank piece of paper only to learn that, for me at least,
haiku can’t be written on demand. It comes or, in this
case, it doesn’t.

The wedding took place on a beach in Wellfleet in
October. We all trooped down from the bride’s family
cottage, a procession of assorted dogs, children with
various noise-making instruments, adults of all ages and
attire from gold taffeta and velvet jackets to sneakers
and jeans, and a sprinkling of Tibetans in native dress for
good measure. This Felliniesque pro cession stood round
the bride and groom both in white under the darkly
beautiful chupah which fluttered in  the wind. The ocean
was calm, but the sky skittish and raindrops scattered
among us. As the rabbi spoke of the richness of the time
of harvest, I wished for the mellifluous eloquence of Keats
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and scolded myself fornot having brought along a copy
of his “Ode to Autumn.” Much poetry was read during
the ceremony, wonderfully appropriate pieces from Rich,
Rilke, and Rumi. Who am I to write, I thought, my
name doesn’t even begin with an R. A few umbrellas
were opened  and the light scatter became a steady drizzle
and suddenly a downpour. Abandoning the beach, we
ran for the parking lot and our cars. Was the ceremony
over? Did we care? We were soaked.

Driving to the reception, I realized Nature had handed
me my haiku:

even the rain came
to join the friends on the beach
October wedding
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Evelyn Lang

Centering  Down

Late autumn once again, and here on this sun-warmed
granite doorstep, I bask—a favorite book for company,
a mug of tea warms my hands, fogs my reading glasses.
Poems in the book memorized anyway—just sink down
to the center of warm . . .

sun on the pines—
and still i try to memorize
what words cannot say
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Horyuji

BY BUS FROM NARA to the southwest, to the town of
Hôryûji, which contains the oldest Buddhist temple in
Japan, founded in 607. Through the imposing Nan-daimon
(southern Great Gate), past the five-storeyed pagoda to
the Kondô (Main Hall) where, on the central altar, are the
triad of the Buddha with two attendant Bodhisattvas,
and, of course, the inevitable guardians in the corners.

four fierce warriors
guard the serenity
of the Buddha

In the Treasure Hall, the Yumechigai (Dream-changing)
Kannon. It strikes me that although modern Kuan-yin
and Kannon representations are unmistakeably female,
and often known in the West as “the Goddess of Mercy,”
the early Chinese Guan-yin and early Japanese Kannon
images are at most androgynous in aspect.

Then, walking to the Hôrinji Temple. I am delighted
to find myself in the countryside; the road leads past
cultivated fields, and by old, well-kept country houses
with sturdy traditional tile roofs, and often with magn-
ificent stone lanterns in the front gardens. Partly due to
inadequacies in the walking map, which ignores some
jags along major through highways, the promised 10
minutes extends to about 45. At one point, my

Kenneth C. Leibman
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halting“Gomen nasai, Hôrinji wa doko desuka” brings from
a young lady arranging flowerpots at her gate detailed
directions in excellent English. At last, the first sign of
the temple.

over the crest of the road
the top two storeys
of the pagoda

Among the treasures in the Kondô, a 7th-century Yakushi-
nyorai (Healing Buddha) smiles radiantly; a 10th-century
Jûichimen (eleven-faced) Kannon Bosatsu sees every-
where.

Another country walk, this time on a straighter road,
leads me to the third of the Hôryûji triad: Hokkiji
Temple. Because all the buildings are closed, the old lady
at the gate refuses my money, but lets me wander about.

Finally, to Hokkijimae bus stop and a long wait for
the bus to Nara, during which I learn a new fact:

vending machine—
melon cream soda
isn’t bad at all!
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Thunder  Season

IN THE DESERT the days are usually blue-skyed. But in
summer months the monsoon winds curve up from the
Gulf of Mexico, rise over the dry mountains, curl into
dark clouds, obscure the sun, and pound thunder down
the arroyos. Sometimes it rains.  Usually it doesn’t.  When
clouds build and rumble, but dissipate without raining,
the Tohono O’odham Indians of southern Arizona say
“as t-iatogi.” That is, “they just lied to us.” Every summer
afternoon my dog looks worried, her ears pricked,
anticipating the first rumble. Even when it doesn’t come,
thunder defines the rhythms of these days.

night’s dark sleep—
thunder
flutters the curtains

Tom Lynch
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snow

snowflakes meet
the ground
wet and green

In 1970 I was in love with a boy I met at my high school
folk music club. I was shy and did not think that he, a
reticent senior, would notice me, an odd-ball sophomore.
One night after a meeting he joined my girlfriends and
me in a snowball fight. I took off my glasses to catch
snowflakes on my lashes; they glittered in the streetlight.
With twinkling eyes, I watched my heart’s desire get on
his bicycle and ride away in the lightly falling snow.

Snow is in my bones the way family is in my blood. I
grew up in Buffalo, New York, where it is not unusual to
see a few lonely flakes in late October: a warning. But
snow is not real snow until the ground freezes solid,
usually in December. Snow that falls on damp ground
melts within days or hours, forming a gray slush in the
streets and a muddy slush in the yards. In Georgia, where
I live now, that is about as good as snow gets.

Real snow is different. First, the protective blanket
of clouds is sheared away by arctic air beating down from
Canada, blasting to the stars the last wisps of warmth
hidden in the ground. Walking outside, nothing gives
underfoot; even the grass crunches. Then the snow clouds
begin to layer themselves, steel blue on blue gray, from
horizon to horizon. They may roll in for days, slowly,
before they unbale their white harvest.

Kate MacQueen
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Snowfall at night is transcendent. Neither stars nor
moon are visible, yet the world glows. The hard lines and
sharp angles devised by human hands become round and
undulating; even voices are softened. I can wake and
know that it snowed in the night. Just by listening. On
a windless night, each shimmering flake descends in six-
pointed perfection to lie glinting, then vanishing, beneath
an accumulating latticework of tiny airy crystals. Anything
done in such a snowfall is prayerfull, blessed with power.
Meditative walks are more cleansing, falling in love more
mystifying, good-byes more devastating.

winter solstice
cold yet still
leaves slowly fall

I love cold winters. I love the sound-absorbing white-
ness, the squeak and crunch of hard-packed snow, the
sparkle from a dusting of new flakes. Driving in the winter
rains of Georgia, I tell myself to be grateful that I do not
have to endure driving in a Buffalo blizzard, or trying to
start a car on yet another subzero morning. I remember
the sensation of cold air freezing the moisture in my
breath before it leaves my nostrils. I remember snowflakes
as small as dust motes, crystallizing here and there from
infinitesimal molecules of water on the clearest star-filled
nights. I remember the glitter of snow and stars, my
heart pumping warmth into the freezing night air, and a
boy on a black bicycle, riding away.

the late march wind
tangling my hair
white as the dogwood
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High  Gun  on  the  Gila

   the old man
after his nap
   moves into the sunlight

This was great granddad’s account as I recorded it on his
hundredth birthday in 1979:

I WAS ONE OF THE LITTLE PEOPLE living at Paradise on the
Gila on the morning of the big gunfight back in the fall
of 1887. If it hadn’t been for teacher, Miss Peril, who
canceled school that day because of bad “vapors” or some
such, I wouldn’t have seen a thing. As it was, I was about
the only one who did, except of course for the shooters
themselves, and one of them didn’t live to tell it. Now I
can’t lie, the other reason I saw it all was because I was
a runty eight years old and smoked cigarettes.

When school let out all unexpected like that I just
did what came natural to a boy that age in a place like
that, and hunkered on into town to my favorite hideout
up on the roof of Barney’s Feed Store. Being fairly new
in town, having arrived just that summer, I hadn’t much
in the way of friends just yet, and in any case didn’t want
to share my stash, so I went alone. Most of the other kids
headed the other direction—or you could say in all di-
rections but the one I took.

Right off I noticed the town was weird-like quiet.

Michael McClintock
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And sure, Paradise was no Tucson or Santa Fe or ‘Berdoo,
big places like that. Except for payday nights and week-
ends, when the cowboys from the big spreads came into
Paradise for a good time and plenty to drink, the place
was pretty much always quiet, maybe even especially on
a Monday. But, like I said, this was weird-quiet. Even
Barney’s was locked up.

I lit up, sucked down a long drag, and sort of took it
all in. Usually there were geezers on the benches outside
the saloon, but not that day.

high noon: the Marshall
     steps from the saloon
          into the empty street

Now that got my attention. Marshall Bird was a big
man, tough as all get out. Right about then he was look-
ing real thoughtful, almost like he was sniffing the  air.
The Prince Albert I was smoking stank plenty and I
thought I was a goner and the Marshall was onto me. I
pinched off the smoke and didn’t make another move.

   a stray dog
      wets a tumbleweed
and keeps on trotting

Did I ever envy that dog. But funny thing, Marshall
Bird paid it no mind at all. In fact, he was squinting off
at something else entirely, and I followed his gaze.

from the corner window
of the whorehouse
a nightgown is blowing
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Then Marshall Bird seemed to straighten his shoulders.
He drew the tail of his longcoat away and back from his
right hip, and brought his eyes down dead level to the
street. Well, he wasn’t after me, that was for sure.

the gunslinger pauses,
lowers his hat brim,
and strides into the light

I couldn’t believe what I was seeing. The man in the
Stetson was Jake Vanden. Every bounty poster I’d seen
for practically my whole life up till then, from St. Louis
to Paradise, had that face on it. It was his wispy  little
goatee and the murderous pale eyes you couldn’t mistake.
He shot people for fun and robbed gold out of churches.
And here he was, come to Paradise! It was all over in a
second.

   that single gunshot . . .
a whippoorwill startles
   and drops from the pine

That’s about it. I saw it all. Right below me on that
street in Paradise Jake lay in a heap and his dreams of
gold bled out into the dust. And Marshall Bird had known
I was up there on the roof the whole time. “Get on the
hell home, kid,” he said to the air. Didn’t even look up.

windless day . . .
down the line of aspens
pass the years
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Almost  an  Omen

A FORECAST OF HEAVY SHOWERS and strong winds means
the mountain trip is abandoned. Decide on a lowland
walk around the upper reaches of the Daugleddau estuary,
in the southern part of the Pembrokeshire coast National
Park. During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
the waterway thrived on the transport of coal and lime-
stone. The coming of the railways finished all that. Now
the estuary is used by pleasure boats in the summer, but
in winter is home to large flocks of over-wintering wild-
fowl. It is known locally as the “Secret Waterway.”

Park at Lawrenny Quay, the coal port now a yachting
station. Strong gusts of wind blow downriver. At the
hotel, walk onto the foreshore of rock and seaweed. Oaks
line the banks, roots partly exposed. Find two bright
yellow and red galls on a leaf. The sky darkens and the
estuary turns monochrome. Cockle, mussel and oyster
shells scatter the shore.

low tide
a wreck lies cradled
by the river

Can see great flocks of oystercatchers and lapwing on
the mud beyond Black Mixen rock, at the confluence of
two creeks. Start to get close, then something spooks
the birds and they gather and cross the river. A wildfowler

Matt Morden
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and spaniel appear on the mud banks. Utter a few curses.
Pick out a peregrine falcon and follow it across the wa-
ter, waiting for a kill.

A heavy shower blows down river. Retire to the shel-
ter of the bank. On the mudbanks of the creek, the hunter
and dog are caught out in the rain. They sit on a great
piece of driftwood by Black Mixen rock, waiting for the
shower to pass. I do the same on the shore, watching
them watch the river. Maybe we are similar after all.

water’s edge
a father and son
dig for bait

Further up Cresselly River, find a lichen-covered rock
resembling a miniature dolmen. As I line up a photo a
wren comes out from beneath the stone, then disappears
again. Almost an omen from the bird that brought fire to
mankind.

Walk up through Lawrenny village. Beneath a house
with south-facing solar panels, a pheasant struts. Past
the church with large Norman style tower. The Youth
Hostel is shut up for the winter months, everything
quiet. Climb the hill and drop down to the next creek,
Garron Pill.

The far shore is marked by old imestone quarries.
Wildfowlers’ cars, with some dogs left behind line the
foreshore.

showers and sunlight
the goldfinch wings
yellower still
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Climb up from the red rocks of the shore into
Lawrenny Wood. The mixture of sessile oak and wild
service trees show this is an ancient woodland, dating
back to at least 1600. The oak stems were specially bent
to cut down on the need for complex joints when ship-
building. The trees are hung with bearded lichens,  showing
the air is clean. Across the river, the thirteenth century
Benton Castle is seen rising through the oak and larch.
All white, it is striking against the winter trees.

Drop down from the wood into a caravan park and
skirt a boatyard before heading toward the car. The yachts
are all sheeted down for the winter, as if dreaming of
summer days.

boatyard in winter
the wind whistles
through the rigging
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Key  West

KEY WEST, the veritable end of the road and southern-
most point in the continental United States. Cayo Hueso,
as the Spanish explorers originally named it—Isle of
Bones, because of the Native American remains they
found strewn across its tropical desolation. Now, the
living far outnumber the dead, as thousands of tourists
drag their tired bones down the narrow palm-lined
streets, determined to see everything the tiny island has
to offer.

The most celebrated daily activity is watching the
sunset, when hundreds of people gather on the water-
front dock at Mallory Square, where buskers entertain
before and after the sun drops into the ocean, as nature
provides a stunning light show.

The orange sun drops
below the horizon—
the crowd applauds

The main event over, the crowd thins as many head
back to the famed bars of Duval Street. Sloppy  Joe’s Bar,
one of Hemingway’s haunts, is open-sided and brimming
with tourists, eager to soak up some of the seedy ambi-
ance (as well as rum) that supposedly inspired Papa. But
in Hemingway’s day, there were fishermen and sailors at
his sides, no ATM in the corner for drinkers in need of

Brett Peruzzi
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cash, and no kiosk selling t-shirts with his visage, which,
somewhat fittingly, looks rather sad.

Sloppy Joe’s Bar—
packed with Hemingway
wannabes

At the visit’s end I reflect on what Dos Passos wrote
in a letter to Hemingway, that his trip over the Keys by
train was a “dream-like journey.” By 1935, 23 years after
it was completed, the railroad was gone, destroyed by a
hurricane.

I slide behind the wheel of the car and head north,
the only way to go. Aquamarine water stretches as far as
the eye can see on both sides of the narrow road, the
bright sunlight reflecting off of it to produce a variety of
hues. What lies ahead brings to mind Basho’s final haiku,
which inspires a final haiku of my own about this
enchanting place.

Keys journey . . .
over sun-baked bridges
dreams wander on
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Inheritance

MY FATHER is ironing wood.
In his basement workshop it is Spring 1972, and here

we cannot hear the screams of Tet and Khe San, or taunts
hurled at protestors marching in Boston. In silent labor,
our peace and love assume form, slowly, in the veneer
table he crafts step by meticulous step. Firmly I press a
short length of 2x4 onto the large, heated walnut sheet,
beneath which strips of waxy glue melt over white pine
of the recessed table top. On the floor, in sawdust, lie
large wooden vises that will clamp veneer to table while
the glue sets.

I do not foresee that in twenty years I will inherit it.
Indeed one day I will set books and magazines on it,
seeing the wave of his hair in its sinuous grain, and   write
poems of pain and wonder on it. On my father’s glistening
hair, my poems will scrawl out their own grain and finish.

He works deliberately. Damping, sanding, staining,
oiling, buffing. Loving the wood, at times caressing it so
that it will sing out polished lines once sealed darkly in
its weathered, annual stresses. We labor late, very late,
into earth’s great, chaotic night. He wants to get it right.
The way it is in the grain of the pith, in its rains and
droughts.

     in walnut grain
dim sounds of war in spring—
     sap rising

William M. Ramsey
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The  Way  of  the  Wind

AUTUMN RAMBLE . . . the wind rustles through a treetop,
drawing my eyes to a flare of orange leaves on an other-
wise still-green maple. The path under my feet is stony,
and I must keep glancing down to be sure I don’t stumble.
I’m nearing the narrow falls which tumble from a
considerable height, creating a small thunder.

My sleeve brushes against a berry-laden bush, where
a bevy of ants are busy feeding on the somewhat shriveled
fruits. Somewhere in the distance, a chorus of crows can
be heard. I press on, past the falls, further into the woodsy
area where I soon spot the crows gathered in a few trees,
raucously gossiping. Their clamor subsides as I move on,
out of range of their vision.

The wind decreases, dies, as I enter an area of thick
undergrowth. The silence surrounding me makes it seem
as if I’m in another world, one devoid of beings, until

snap of a twig!
lumped on a low branch,

porcupine

For a moment, our eyes meet. Brother porcupine has
no fear of me, it seems, but the feeling is not mutual. I
move along a bit faster, down the unfamiliar path. Just
ahead, the path divides. I choose the left passage, and
soon am walking beside a leaf-clogged stream. Or perhaps

Emily Romano
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it is just a flooded area. The water is barely moving. The
path I’ve chosen soon peters out, behind an old building.
I decide to turn around, and retrace my steps as far as the
fork. This time I take the right-branching path, and it is
a better one, more smoothly traveled. Out of nowhere,
a pair of wild-looking dogs come racing toward me, but
veer to either side, ig noring me, and disappear into the
woods. I catch my breath, leaning against a tree trunk,
encircled with vines. The wind is back, and seems to be
picking up. Following the well-worn path, I realize it is
circling around to where I stood earlier, beside the falls.

coming full circle
I welcome the thunder
of visible water . . .
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painting&haikuKay F. Anderson

another  spring
another  finch  taking  bits
of  the  neighbor’s  rusted  screen
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Mount Abraham

MOUNT ABRAHAM is situated on the Long Trail which
crosses the spine of the Green Mountains from the
Massachusetts border across Vermont to the Canadian
border. It is one of just five summits above 4000 feet
and one of just four that support alpine vegetation above
the tree line on their rocky summits.

I had left early for the climb and was surprised to find
several cars in the relatively remote parking area. But
after a short period of hiking the pleasant stillness of the
mountain remained until I was startled by what I thought
was a pheasant or grouse I must have scared up:

so much noise
for just a little sparrow
across the trail

It was spring and mud season in Vermont. I was trying
to be cautious and not mess up the path whenever it
grew muddy from the spring melt by hopping like a goat
from one stone to another:

bouldering
someone’s fresh wet footprint
on a rock

Bruce Ross
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Vermont had almost overnight lived up to its name-
sake with green plants and young tree leaves. The over-
whelming sameness on both sides of the trail however
quickly settled into an unconscious sense of indifference
except for an extraordinary brilliance of color from time
to time:

the bright green
grasses, ferns & mosses wedged
in the rocks

After a long rocky ascent the trail leveled off and the
broad-leaved trees gave way to dense old evergreen stands:

it grows stiller
just as you begin to enter
the great spruce forest

Somewhere further on in the forest I stopped to
admire the delicate curls of some Canada lily of the valley
which, unlike their sweet-smelling, more-familiar cousins,
had not yet begun to blossom:

a little clearing
the sharp sound of a dead branch
fallen to another

I finally broke out of the forest and when I climbed
up a little higher on the rocks to meditate on the magni-
ficent view I was delighted by the unmistakeable sweet
fragrance surrounding me:
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the first overlook
after the distant mountains
balsam fir

As I neared the summit I heard youthful voices. They
belonged to a teenaged ranger and his four interns. I told
them about my climbing in the Green Mountains and
responded correctly to the ranger’s question when I said
that you don’t step on alpine flowers. I excused myself to
perform a contemplative ritual at the precise summit
but the group was already moving down the trail:

alone
only the sound of cold wind
in my ears
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Kameido  Temple

IT IS ALMOST MIDNIGHT. Middle of Tokyo. In front of
Kameido Temple big pond with bridge and wisteria
everywhere.

Long garlands of flowers in many shades of blue and
pink are hanging from wooden trellises, reflected in mirror
of water. The image is so perfect, so real and at the same
time so dreamy. In the presence of such blossoms even
the full moon appears pale. How are the resident turtles
able to sleep through this night?

There are a few people walking around. They whisper
to each other and breathe the unique aroma. A young
couple holds hands, seeing only one another.

clapping hands
echo lingers on
April moon

Lidia Rozmus
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Kyoto  Temples

ON THE EAST WALL of the next room hang two ink-brush
scrolls of the lunatic Zen monk who gazed too long at
the moon and became moon struck. A strange smile plays
over his face, a mysterious combination of serenity, sil-
liness and profundity. For some time I have gazed at him
and only now begin to sense his enlightenment from
lunacy.

What might happen to me as I sit in meditation,
zazen, each morning from seven till eight in Chotoku-in,
one of the Zen Temples making up the complex of
temples called Shokoku-ji? Zazen begins with the “ting-
ting” of a small bell calling me to the meditation room,
zendo, where are placed square flat firm pillows with a
small firm circular pillow on top to sit on. I assume a
half-lotus position, flex my neck, bend my back to side
and front, letting my spine come to rest in a balanced
vertical position. Our teacher enters, we make a small
bow, he plays the two gongs and bell, begins to chant a
sutra on negating, not-this, not-that, not-A, not-B, etc.,
etc., end in clapping wood blocks and lighting an incense
stick. A long silence ensues of concentration-on-breathing
meditation, broken midway by the bell and wooden clap-
pers. At the end of this hour I carefully uncross and un-
bend my legs, flexing them slowly, rise and go to breakfast.

Sohaku Ogata, Abbot of Chotoku-in, awaits us. He
is an old man now, no longer able to walk without help,
no longer able to conduct morning zazen. His eldest son
Yugi, future abbot, does so. But his mind is still

Paul F. Schmidt
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bright and humorous. He delights most in telling and
commenting on old Zen stories. If the conversation turns
to chit-chat he is likely to doze off in his chair. His life
is now wholly devoted to translating into English Ching
Tê Ch’uan Têng Lu, The Transmission of the Dharma Lamp
(in Japanese Keitoku Dento Roku), a lifelong dream. In
August 1972 he is at work on scroll eleven out of thirty
scrolls. Ogata-san passed on at the Spring equinox, 1973,
a balanced day.

We live in a tatami mat room. Each such rice-straw
mat is three by six feet by three inches thick. The size of
any room is a multiple of tatami mats which can be arranged
in various geometric patterns, an art as seemingly simple,
yet as complex as flower arranging, kabuki composition
or rock garden design. Great subtlety in utter simplicity
is the result, the essence of this Japanese æsthetic. What
a joy to slide back any wall of your room and unite into
one whole whatever is beyond it. Rice-paper panels slide
open walls on gardens, joining outside to inside. Our
east and south walls are fusuma, paper on both sides of
the light wood frame. Each of the four sliding panels
making the wall is the size of a tatami mat, and has a
painting in ink-brush of bamboo or grass. Open, they
unite the room beyond. The west wall slides open on to
a veranda, one mat in width, a rock and moss garden
beyond, each stone placed with great care. A bamboo
border sets off a few small palms. Half the north wall is
a tokonoma, a recessed alcove in which hangs a beautiful
calligraphy scroll. On one side are flowers rearranged
every few days, on the left a wood carving. These set on
a rise six inches above the mats.

Æsthetic simplicity is further expressed in the room
furnishings. These are minimal, hardly noticeable, a floor
mattress for a bed that is rolled up and put away in the
daytime, a low table, some pillows to sit on. I use the low
table as a desk sitting lotus posture before it. These are
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Buddhist rooms, sparsely furnished, serving multiple
purposes. Our temple room is a unity of æsthetic sim-
plicity and diverse uses that brings nature inside and
takes you outside. Here is an architecture of the One.

Kyoto has a thousand temples, each with gardens,
gardens such as I’ve never seen, of raked gravel, rocks
and moss, ponds and trees. In the vast Daitoku-ji Zen
temple-complex we contemplate our first garden of raked
gravel and rock at Daisen-in, a sub-temple. You will not
find flowers inthe southeast garden. Instead, there are
two conical piles of fine gravel and a single tree on a
perfectly flat surface that has been raked into two-inch
contours. The cones and tree seem randomly placed while
the contours curve past the cones. In such simplicity the
Japanese Zen garden manifests the Tao, the indescrib-
able way. Or the garden shows the contingent as abso-
lute, a chance arrangement that must be.

Another garden consists of three groups of rocks and
a shrub-tree, the gravel raked in horizontal lines except
for concentric circular patterns around each group of
rocks. I feel the contrast of concentricity and
horizontality combined with the motion and rest of the
eye moving from rock to rock. The garden is a resolution
of contra-dictories, a harmony, thoroughly Zen. We pass
several hours easily looking upon such a garden.

Across the city at Honen-in you knock three times
with the big wooden mallet on a thick square of wood
hung by ropes. Soon you hear sandaled feet, and a priest
ushers you to the Buddha Hall where Amida Buddha
awaits you. The Jodo sect believes that complete salvation
can be achieved by one enlightened utterance of his name.
Left alone, we see an altar rivalling any Catholic altar. In
the center sits a six-foot Buddha, Amida, surrounded by
beautifully carved candlesticks, vases of fresh flowers,
fruit offerings, carved gold-leafed flowers, painted scrolls.
Round and round our eyes travel enchanted by our freedom
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to inspect each item.

“Amida Buddha”
Honen taught people to say
Simple salvation

In summer, day after day, the sky may drip with rain
but that makes a moss garden all the more beautiful, as
a thousand jewel drops glisten on a moss bed. How can
each garden seem superlative? Is it because the absolute
is harmonious in the contingent as the Buddha-nature is
in everything?

Many think the perfect garden creation is at Ryoan-ji
Temple. Twice I’ve sat for several hours in contemplation
of its three gardens. The famous one is raked gravel in
which are placed five groups of rocks, each group
encircled by a small moss border. Passing through the
entrance room you view it from a veranda along a long
side of its rectangular form. You cannot step into this
garden but you may sit in contemplation of its arrange-
ment and forms. Iconographical interpretations vary:
the rocks might be mountains or ships or islands; the
raked sand the sea. A Zen story tells us that when you
first begin to meditate, mountains are mountains, later
on, mountains are no longer mountains, finally mountains
become just what they are. Just so, this garden. As you
turn the corner to your right at the end of the veranda a
second garden appears. It is constructed of a thick moss
bed backed    with slim maple trees whose autumnal colors
jewel the moss. Turning the next corner reveals a small
stream flowing over a tiny waterfall into a still pond
surrounded by shrubs and rock. From the silence of the
first garden to the flowing watercourse of the way, we
have three movements in a musical composition. Ryoan-ji
gives you the history of Zen gardens. The first is not alone.
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Gravel, moss or pond
Dry gray, cool green or goldfish
Ryoan-ji gardens

Velvet smooth green moth
Wind tips the maple bow down
Turquoise butterfly

I find a penetrating æsthetic integration among as-
pects of the Japanese garden, Noh play, haiku, scroll
painting, flower arranging, tea ceremony and tatami floor
mats. Each creates with a very limited medium, each
manipulates that medium according to a restricted set
of moves, each move clearly accented; each confines itself
to a precise boundary; each achieves a powerful simplicity
that contains a harmony of contrasts; each moulds the
contingent into an expression of the absolute. As I explore
each of these arts I sense striking parallels. Does the
farmer design the contours of his rice paddies according
to the same æsthetic ideal?

Tea ceremony
Threefold flower arrangement
Tatami texture

Temple floors and Japanese homes are covered with
tatami mats of rice straw, soft yet firm, nothing more
comfortable to walk on, kneel on, sit on. Room sizes
progress in regular square and rectangular sizes begin-
ning with a two-mat guard room of six by six, then six by
nine, the four and half-mat room of nine by nine, then
nine by twelve, twelve by twelve, twelve by fifteen, fifteen
by fifteen, and so on, the larger the room the more creative
possibilities for arranging mat patterns. The four and a
half-mat tea room and the eight-mat chamber are classic
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forms like the haiku and waka. Plato in the Timeaus
displayed a similar geometrical æsthetic in the ultimate
forms of the elements using several right triangles, the
square and the pentagon. Set a child to arranging mats
and you may have an architect.

At five in the morning early dawn light and songs of
birds wake me. My eyes open on the moon-struck monk
scrolls. I like to lie still in the glory of the new day. Half
an hour later bells ring for zazen from the neighboring
temple. After three gongs someone begins to beat a
rhythm on a tight-skinned drum, shifting to the wooden
drum and bass drum. Hardly noticed, the sutra chant
begins, swells, replaces the drumming till the tingle of
the tiny bell signals the beginning of silent meditation.

Terse Buddhist drum beats
Many voices sutra chanting
Rain begins and ends

In Koryu-ji Temple you will see the most graceful
Buddha in Japan, a carving in wood or Miroku Bosotsu.
So many Buddha figures are lifeless, others merely repre-
sentative, but this one shows the most subtle curves,
delicate proportions and soft texture. Were it not a
Buddha you would agree it is a beautiful woman whose
hands, fingers, back and torso are deftly turned.

Most graceful Buddha
Soft Miroku Bosotsu
Bewitching vision

Tucked in a rice-terraced valley northwest of Kyoto
lies Ohara, a quiet farming village with two enchanting
temples: Sanzen-in and Jakko-in. In the garden of Sanzen-
in you will be blessed on your travels by a sculptured
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Jizo, protector of children and travelers, of whom there
are more images than all other Buddhas combined. Every
cemetery, every road, every trail has many Jizos to give
help, many dressed in a red cloth bib or apron, unfortu-
nately often covering fine stone carving. Even the butter-
fly feels safe perched on his head.

Dancing butterfly
Alights to rest on Jiizo
His red bib missing!

My friend Jerry Tecklin arrives from Antai-ji, a Soto
Zen temple where he has shared their religious life. We
talk about their heavy emphasis on zazen, making it almost
the exclusive vehicle for enlightenment in Zen. To do
so, I think, distorts the person and the Tao because it
singles out one approach, zazen, as the approach. To select
one route exclusively divides the undivided. To divide
the One misses the Tao. Equally questionable is the
immense strain, physical and psychological, of a sesshin,
intensive zazen, a strain that desires relaxation afterwards
in saké or cigarettes. To strain is to force, to compel, to
achieve through domination. Thus the self may be forced
into a constained enlightenment but I wonder if such
enlightenment is genuine and lasting. When and if it
happens is beyond the realm of force; it is effortless, self-
sufficient. Strain is not the way. The way is effortless, a
joyous balance of aspects of the world-divided-one, a
harmony that may reach beyond or create the One.
Insofar as any sect selects some aspect to emphasize to
the exclusion of others, it cannot be a way to the One.
The ascetic and æsthetic blend into unity.

A steady light rain falling on the moss garden. I have
slid back the rice-paper screens of my room so I am in
the garden but not in the rain. This is the perfection of
the Japanese home. You are in nature, the garden enters
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your room, there is no dividing line, no wall of separation.
You participate in the raining, your existing is a rainy
living. Your alienation from nature is overcome. I sit
reading on the tatami, the rain gently falling next to me.
I can reach out and touch it. The softest breeze I feel on
my skin yet I am never cold. The rocks glisten in the wet
light. Why not build a home like this?

On top of Mount Hiei lived the warrior-monks of
Enryaku-ji Temple who sometimes swept down on Kyoto
to intercede in political affairs, attacking the other
monasteries to insure the dominance of their sect. I find
this history despicable, not Buddhist in any sense. May
they all inherit the bad karma of their deeds. Midway
between the eastern and western precincts, where tour-
ists rarely walk, I cam upon the unusual moss and rock
garden of Jodo-in where the moss undulates over small
mounds, giving motion to the still garden. New monks
here practice an austerity called “sweeping hell,” six hours
of sweeping each day for three months. Even during a
late afternoon service, I see in back of the temple a monk
sweeping Saicho’s tomb built by the priest Ennin in 854.

Sweeping life away
He seeks his liberation
Leaves forever fall

To seek the æsthetic, avoid the spectacular, leave
the big-name places to the tourists, let the tour buses
park at Tofuku-ji while you walk to the sub-temple of
Taiko-in on the west side. Here you will find intimate
harmony undisturbed, from the ceiling lamp in the zendo
to the mountain profile garden. Look at the screen of
painted birds, the small statue of Hyakusai by Komachi,
and the tea room built in 1599 by the eleventh abbot,
Ankokuju Ekei. The seemingly haphazard tea room, its
ceiling of three levels in three different materials, the
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odd-shaped windows in odd places, one of its four and a
half mats replaced by a wooden floor, and a single off-
center vertical thin column, illustrates the æsthetic of
incongruity. The east garden of rocks and moss beyond
the pond mirrors the silhouette of mountain ridges to
the east.

Raindrops on stone bridge
White butterfly on green moss
Careless I wander

There is a deep affinity between pigeons and temples
whose roof shapes and eaves provide ideal places to roost.
Many temples have constructed elaborate chicken-wire
screens to keep the faithful pigeons from meditating
near Buddha. Where such screens are not in place,
beware a pigeon greeting. Perhaps they also deter the
uninterested tourist.

Buddhas sit and sit
While tourists gawk and gawk
Pigeons shit and shit

I do not believe in reincarnation as a literal meta-
physical event but I do think it guides your reflection to
a consideration of the moral value of your actions when
combined with the concept of Karma and, further, it
lets you connect your present life to the lives of others
for whom you feel deep sympathy and identity. Reading
Thoreau’s Journal and his biographies has always aroused
in me a sense of identity that I cannot explain. A similar
feeling came to me in the Kyoto Museum when I saw
some scroll paintings of Bodhidharma, an Indian monk
who brought Buddhism to China. I sat and stared at him
for more than an hour. Somewhere back before Thoreau
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I felt an identity with Bodhidharma. I couldn’thelp no-
ticing his big nose, his bulging hanging eyelids resting on
his upper eyelashes, the wrinkles spreading into his
cheeks from the corners of his eyes, his hairy chest in his
faded red robe:

Faded torn red robe
Eyelids bulging over eyes
Huge nose and ear rings
Smile wrinkles on his cheeks
Bodhidharma stares at me

Katsura Garden, an Emperor’s villa, turns the Japa-
nese garden into an extravaganza. Leave its artificial and
contrived complexity to those who seek the footsteps of
power. Walk through the back streets of Saiho-ji, the
moss garden temple, for shadows and sunlight filtered
through trees onto undulating moss and carp-rippled
pond. Follow the path in both directions because each
corner holds its revealing vision. At the tiny outlet from
the pond, running clear from cloudy water, ponder why

No carp swimming out
From Saiho-ji garden pond
No trout swimming in

You may hear a strange periodic thud along the path.
Look around and you will see a piece of bamboo teetering
on a hinged stick, filling with water from a tiny rivulet
until the increased weight tips it down, pouring out the
water and teetering back with a thud when the end strikes
the ground. This thud may awaken you. I stood entranced,
filling with water, teetering, making my thud.
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Bamboo tube teeters
When water slowly fills it
Falling back it thuds

Suppose you met a tiger who never took his eyes off
you! At Sangen-in in Daitoku-ji there is such a tiger
painted on the wall screen. You can begin at one side of
the room constantly watching the tiger’s eyes, walk across
to the opposite side; his eyes follow your every step  and
his head seems to turn as you move. A haunting painting,
an unceasing unity of you and tiger.

A tiger whose eyes
Follow you from side to side
Fixed yet turning head

At Obai-in in Daitoku-ji the gravel in the garden
conveys a vivid sense of the undulating motion of the
sea. The gravel has been raked in a flattened sine curve.
As I sit in contemplation the gravel surface begins to
move, gentle swells about the rocks. Soon I am the waves,
rhythmic diastole of the pulse of this garden. I begin to
breathe in unison with it. and what are the temple buildings
now but ships that sail on land, the curved-up corners of
their tile roofs bows that sail in four directions. This
upward curve creates a feeling of lightness, buoyancy;
floating arks that may ferry you across.

Soft gentle sea waves
From undulating gravel
Temples sailing free
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Sally Secor

A  Garden  Bouquet

DWARFED BY SUNFLOWERS ten feet tall, I reach through a
spray of lacy cosmos to cut a full-bloomed pink dahlia.
Adding one more to my almost full basket, brimming
with yellow and red zinnias, blue bachelor’s buttons and
black-eyed susans. Before leaving, I spot a red tomato
for tonight’s dinner.

an applesauce jar
carefully chosen flowers
one small ladybug

Balanced between my knees, trying not to spill water,
we drive to the cemetery in silence.
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Carolyn Thomas

October  Moon

CREEPS THROUGH the night sky. Sharp wind gusts carry
smells of cedar and pine, and fresh wood smoke from the
neighbor’s chimney. Temperature drops slowly, one, two,
three degrees in sync with the rising moon. There’s a
penetrating chill inside my coat.

autumn;
looking up, I marvel
  at the cold, cold moon
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Zinovy Vayman

Haibun  for  Borya

BORYA IS A NICKNAME for Boris. After divorce he keeps
his wife’s last name, since it is a very Russian one. He
works at the human resources office at the closed stock
company. I visit him at his workplace. He takes me to
their cafeteria and seats me at the modest table. The set
tables I saw upon entering are for the top executives
only.

On Sunday we join Moscow Tourist Club on its outing
at the southern environs including Masailovo Ponds,
monastery at Lukino and Gorki Leninskiye. We are led
by a tour guide with the last name Ziedelberg.

In the subway Borya points to the marble wall
glorifying the Great October Socialist Revolution and
remarks that this station was built as Lenino. Now its
name is Empressville. We laugh. Lenin had the Emperor
and Empress shot but he was shot at too and died in
Gorki.

We cross the circular highway over the bridge made
as a tube from plexiglass. I think aloud how it can be
easily vandalized, how in time the plexiglass will lose its
transparency due to billions of scratches, and the birch
trees and pine woods won’t be visible anymore.

it is deep in me
and I am deep in it—
my rainy motherland
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While talking we go deeper into the woods and ravines.
Suddenly we find ourselves at a huge clearing with
vegetable gardens, wooden shacks and many kinds of
fences. On both sides hang ripe red raspberries.

I see them
after berry picking—
dreams of color

In no time I become the last one as people rush by.
I mumble something like we are getting lost, we are

lagging behind to be heard by the two women from our
group who eat berries from the bushes, too.

And we get lost.
I try to become a leader and ask these women to

follow. But they walk in the opposite direction, crossing
the ravine. I follow them descending by the steps carved
right from the soft soil. We walk into the new subdivision
with the private vegetable gardens. We ask a local woman
how to find the Masailovo Ponds. She gives us directions,
then tells us to leave. You are making our dogs mad.

But one woman has walked in the wrong direction
already and the second one follows her not even saying
a word to me.

I say aloud “I will try to find the group” quelling my
panic.

And I walk by myself looking for the footprints of
our group either in the dewy grass or on the slippery
path:

wet road
it becomes
a boot-sucking mud
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Richard von Sturmer

The  University

in the mouth of a dolphin
sits a green frog

bitter tea—my teeth
leave indentations
in the polystyrene cup

THE UNIVERSITY CAFETERIA is filled with smoke. Looking
into my cup, the marks that my teeth have made remind
me of childhood, of those marks left by small teeth—
milk teeth—in the skin of an apple or in a piece
ofcardboard. Perhaps I became aware of myself, of my-
self as a separate entity, when I grew teeth and could bite
into things; when I began to digest matter instead of
merely absorbing fluids. But such thoughts remove me
from the tea (which is virtually undrinkable). In the midst
of the surrounding conversations, I begin to think about
another university, a university of forgetting    where a
body of knowledge could lose weight . . . give up the ghost
. . . dematerialize . . .

on a misty day
the quiet man
unleashes his dog

The absence of  awareness and the presence of awareness
are like alternating currents. The man knows the dog is
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near, at the bottom of the park, even though the park
itself is hidden by mist. And the dog knows the man is
there, standing with his hands in his pockets, waiting for
a ball that has been thrown to be returned. A tennis-ball.
The more moisture it collects from the ground, the
heavier it becomes, and the further it can travel through
the air.

a ball of light
a ball of fire

The man asks himself what books he would attempt to
save if his house were on fire: the philosophical volumes,
the ones on religion and mythology, or perhaps his col-
lection of Japanese verse? And would he scoop the books
up in his arms or try to find them an appropriate box?
This is a complex matter. A bark then brings him back.
He looks up and sees the dog running towards him with
the ball in its mouth.

late autumn:
the Yellow Pages left open
in a telephone box

A sudden gust of wind leaps out from behind the bus-
shelter and hits me in the face. The wind is pock-marked
with rain, and I recall a similar ventilation that drove me
into a bar in Sicily. Having taken off my raincoat, I asked
for a glass of almond milk, but it was the wrong season.

speckled grains of rice
in the salt cellar
and the sound of the sea
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A small boy goes behind the bar to an altar set into the
wall, picks up a photograph of his father and takes it
back to the table. He then places a thin sheet of paper
over the photograph and begins to trace out a face, the
features of which are familiar yet unfamiliar, as though
they originate in a distant land. And because the photo-
graph has faded, the small boy concentrates very hard.
On the table there is also an open exercise book with
unfinished sums. But the act of recreation, of remem-
bering, is far more important. I drink my coffee and tell
myself, one more time, that I have written nothing in
several months.

a scrap of paper
blown up
through the rungs of a ladder

It’s night and I’ve walked into a depressing part of the
city. A man on crutches curses and kicks at an empty
cardboard box. Behind him, lying full length on a pile of
rubble, a large Alsatian gnaws at a brick. The sudden
perspective of a broken window above the dog, coupled
with the man and the dog itself, transforms this desolate
space into a stage set. What else could be missing? My
outline? No, it’s there. Every time I pay attention to my
inattention—I stop. And the world, with all its edges
and its extremities, comes back into focus.

even an ant
casts a shadow

To mark the beginning of winter, a spider withdraws
from the chimney. Flames are reflected in the marble
tiles that have been set into the hearth. A field of fire
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inside a sheet of ice.  . . . And what is the spider thinking
about? Perhaps winter can be the only answer; a change
in temperature which is being transmitted, like a frequency,
through the smallest of bones.

a sparrow sits
on the cafe’s speaker

across the road
a gust of wind
vibrates
a clump of bamboo

The way the sparrow sharpens its beak, on the back of a
chair, takes me one step further. At that moment I recall
a phrase: ‘they had to drain the swamp to find the body.’
And I‘m thankful for my skull, because of its solidity and
the way it holds this brain in place. . . . The froth from
my cappuccino clings to the inside of the cup. I look
away from the cup to a person in the corner, who radiates
a calm solitude; then beyond that person to the road
outside on which the cars are streaming past.

early morning:
a cobweb suspended
like a transparent L.P.

a child
on a tricycle
singing to itself

a cat on a balcony
casting the shaow of a dog
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At midday, another cat sleeps inside a kennel (but this
image comes from Italy). Years later, on an overcrowded
bus in Kenya, a voice cries out: ‘Tell the white man to
push push.’ To push the university into the universe. To
push with both hands. Not to step back, to step forward.
Not to examine, but to be examined. To become lucid.
Translucent. To receive the gaze of each thing.
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Ebb  Tide

Whimbrel Cottage, rescued from a series of nor’easters,
has a new south deck, a shelter from north winds that
often blow on my autumn and spring retreats. Settling
into the May sun, I seem to melt into the familiar sea-
meets-sky atmosphere while gentle waves whirlpool each
piling that elevates the cottage above ghost crabs, shore
birds and passersby. From here I can see all the way up
and down the beach and to the horizon. In the distance,
where the cottages end and the wildlife refuge begins,
the silhouette of a woman walking a dog comes into view,
her skirts billowing gently. I turn back to face the sea,
meditating awhile, the ocean’s deep breaths measuring
mine. When I open my eyes, I notice the woman will
soon pass below me and I smile, anticipating hers . . .

ebb tide—
her seeing-eye dog
sets the pace

Linda Jeannette Ward
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Slow  Bus

I feel the cold more now, she says, as she sits down. This
morning in the garden, even in the sun, the wind felt
chilly. Well, those pills I'm on don't help. She looks
around. You see that man just there? I've known him
now for thirty years. It’s sad to see him getting older. We
sit a while and then, I'm sad for myself sometimes she
says, and smiles.  Getting up to go she wishes me a good
day.

bright morning
catching
the slow bus

Alison Williams
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Genealogy

WHY DO SO MANY FEEL at home here, wherever they
were born—return to the Northern Highland over
whole lifetimes to confirm the growing notion that it
seems the place they really came from?

Partly it is a matter of learning how to look at this
beguiling scene, with its green glaze and ornament of
bright waters, its high dome sloping north to the Superior
basin and edge of the world-encircling boreal forest.
To see beneath its human past—mushroom rings defining
where the shorn stumps of virgin hemlock and pine
have finally subsided, lake bottoms strewn with lost
logs, the char of native campgrounds or their portages once
narrow and unobtrusive as deer trails—and to follow
the land’s own genealogy.

wandering north
in deep woods, guided by moss

and shadows

Everywhere we live on a layered earth whose deep
history is read in canyons and roadcuts, mine shafts
and the sleeves of wells. Yet here, for a few counties,
we walk at once on the surfaces of two lands only—
the original and the most recent, present together for
a moment in time. Barely out from under the latest
pulse of ice, both striated bedrock and the thin till

Clifford Wood
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that spills around and over it are gifts of the glaciers—
revealing the oldest in its place, while bringing in fresh
fragments of a wider world.

This youthful landscape, its rivers clear and marshes
full, growing but a few inches of soil in a mere eight-
thousand years, lives on sand and minerals and the slight
nourishments of its own decay. Here fans of pebbles and
boulder trains imported from the Canadian shield have
hardly begun to weather in the frost and sun that will
release their grains into the northbound streams and
toward the sea again. For now, their mica flakes glint in
the shadows of trees or along the shores of wind-riffled
bays like eyes in a minnow school.

   inlet stream—
its marly delta turbid
   with small lives

To this bedrock province, the low hills and ledges
rebounding slowly from the departed ice are the roots of
its remnant mountain range—many times uplifted,
folded, worn down to a mounded plain, buried in sedi-
ment only to be exhumed, raised, and worn down again.
Yet the land retains its shape of arch and syncline, the
persistent warp of the world—the core of an alpine chain
and a rift that sank into the weight of its own lava flows.
Clouds on the horizon, swelling as they rise inland from
the great lake, often seem to trace the vanished outline
of those peaks, mimic the inner turbulence that drove
them to such height.

The first life here, at this base of the rock-bound
earth, some say was born of iron and water. And it holds
that character still in its colors and tenacious forms. With
the first iron precipitate and the first sulphurous
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bacteria, all life and all of us inside it drew from those
same stony elements that dissolved, compaced and
combined in sea water and air to ignite all chemistries to
come.

The aboriginal wisdom was to sense they were a people
who had emerged directly from the earth. Placing a hand
on the oldest greenstone outcrop, feeling its warmth as
it draws the sun, feeling the sun pass through the hand
on its axis into the darker rock, is to feel the youth of a
world still growing, to feel very close to having come
home.

   surprisingly light—
this rock shard carrying
   three billion years

From the high escarpment, Lake Superior is indeed
an inland sea, an ocean of sweet water as the voyageurs
called it, but viewed or imagined from a greater distance
it is the widest spot in a river seeking its way, wearing its
current route downward while probing still at its former
escape to the south. A recent presence in the greater
basin, this undrained watershed has begun to leave be-
hind the signs of its diminishing scale—wave-carved
shorelines and beaches deserted high above the water,
river valleys stranded aloft as crevices in the Precam-
brian ridge, channels now for snowmelt and wind.

How far we have come with this floating continent
that once appeared so stable, but whose vast array of
pasts and futures and our origins within now seem as
moments in a longer memory—in the earth’s own bal-
ance of brevities. Perhaps this vista, so undulant and
forested to us, will drain and fill and dry away to a
desiccated flat—or perhaps will be the stage of another
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mile-high ice front pushing before it centuries of snow
and permafrost to overspread this deep-rock highland,
renewing it with drift and boulders for another time.

     pathway down—
feeling the pressure of stone
     beneath the mulch
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One Act Play

Scene opens with SETH (mid-20s) studying the liner notes from
an old vinyl record jacket. He is seated in a heavy lounge chair,
center stage, that faces a bookcase, stage left, against the wall.
An oval mirror hangs behind a stuffed bobcat gathering dust on
the bookcase. At Seth’s immediate left, below a lit floor lamp,
Takemitsu’s short (10'34") percussive composition Munari by
Munari (1967) is playing on the turntable.

Behind Seth, near the stage right wall, is a tall
sculpture workstand with a plaster work-in-progress. A closed
door is slightly to its right. Just a few feet away, upstage right,
Seth has clamped to a Victorian (crank style) easel, a large black
canvas. Painted in the middle of it are two words: DOG
BUTTER.

A full moon is becoming more visible as snowflakes begin to
peter out in the back window, upstage left. An assortment of
half smoked stogies crowd the ashtray stand beside his right
elbow. Beyond the ashtray, down stage, Seth’s dog has curled up
on an oval rug for a nap. The music draws to a close with a
lingering, enigmatic vibration, incurred, perhaps, with a soft
mallet. Seth (in disgust) tosses liner notes aside, stands up and
straightens out his smock with agitated movements as he speaks:

SETH: ‘. . . a limpid stream in the mountains . . .’ my
foot! We don’t need a story here, thank you. This is
music as it is. A pensive little time piece so tactile you
can almost reach out and touch it! (Seth bends down, drops
record needle at beginning again.) Sparingly, the composer

Arizona Zipper
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releases a note here, a sound cluster there, at intervals
which allow each percussive event a chance to flower in
the ear and take shape in the mind’s eye. If nothing else,
Takemitsu confirms that there is life after Brahms.
(Chuckles to himself, picks up his palette and boldly obliterates
DOG BUTTER from the canvas with a daub of black paint.)

Seth (with renewed energy) sets out to render in pig-ment
the percussionist’s murmur of images as they rise and fall across
the galaxy of Takemitsu’s floating world. Immersed in the music,
Seth (impassioned now) attacks the canvas with a riot of color
until the only sound we hear coming from the stage is that of his
brush against the linen and the record needle rotating at the
edge of the label. Seth (reviewing his work) inches backwards
toward the turntable and replays the recording.

Suddenly a gurge of snowmobiles thunders past and he is
drawn to the lunar landscape in the window where he tarries,
overwhelmed by the bleak raw beauty of the winter scene.
Moments pass. Another snowsledder roars by as he stands there
preoccupied. Seth (slowly) returns to his easel, hesitates, and
then, with a flourish, scrawls across the canvas:

3 DEAD FLIES AND I
STARE AT THE MOON
IN THE ICE FLOWERS

He surveys this latest addition at a distance before continu-
ing to paint a pale moon rising from the contour of a mountain
range under a black and blue sky. The music ends. Seth (spent)
plops into the armchair, fishes out a cigar butt and lights up a
stickmatch with his thumbnail. He tilts back to gaze up at a
reek of blue haze curling into the flies as the lights fade. Curtain.
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All work which appears in up against the window is
previously unpublished with the following exceptions:

Jack Cain “Paris” (Volume 63, No. 2 (1964)); Cyril Childs
“Pantry Shelf ” (Frogpond XXII:3); Margaret Chula “Yu-
mo-a” (Modern Haiku XXX:1); Tom Clausen “In the
Woods” (Wedge of Light, ed. Welch, Lynch & van den
Heuvel, Press Here 1999); Jeanne Emrich “first snow”
(haiku only, The Haiku Habit, Lone Egret Press 1996);
Patrick Frank “Haibun” (Point Judith Light 1998); Ferris
Gilli “A Monkey Roars”  (Modern Haiku XXX:2); Michael
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Larry Kimmel “Poised to Knock, I Hear” (Wedge of Light,
op. cit.); Evelyn Lang “Centering Down” (Modern Haiku
XXIX:3); Kate MacQueen “Snow” (Modern Haiku
XXX:1); Pamela Miller Ness “lily pool”  (haiku only,
Haiku Canada Newsletter 1998); Paul F. Schmidt “Kyoto
Temples” (from Temple Reflections, Hummingbird Press
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From historic pieces by Jack Cain, Paul Schmidt and Ri-
chard von Sturmer to contemporary writings by Patrick
Frank, Michael McClintock and William M. Ramsey; from
traditional sumi-e from Stephen Addiss to the neo-tradi-
tional style of Jeanne Emrich through the abstract ex-
pressionism of Wilfred Croteau and Raffael de Gruttola,
this volume explores the best contemporary expressions
of these forms in English.

Haibun is a combination of prose and haiku. Haiga is
haiku painting. These two new forms are just  beginning
to take hold of the western imagination, making this a
period of particular experimentation and innovation. This
volume includes work by 44 of our most respected writ-
ers, providing both a brief history of haibun in English
through its inclusion of some of the earliest pieces pub-
lished anywhere outside Japan, as well as clear indications
of the many and varied directions the form is taking in its
new home. Also, 20 new haiga by 15 artists supply a similar
overview of what is being done by its  foremost practitio-
ners in the west, The combination of these in one volume
makes this the first of its kind.
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